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During some parts of the period, actual shooting wars were involved, but always it was a political and military
confrontation. Many of the losses in the Cold War were on missions that were under the veil of secrecy.
Eisenhower, "There is only one sure way to avoid global war, and that is to win the Cold War. Eisenhower,
"By the grace of God, we won the Cold War. Bush, "And so the greatest of American triumphs. We had won
the Cold War, but there would be no parades. Gates, "The Cold War was a war, and we won it. We are
thankful for you, as we are for all the veterans here with us. Operating out of the mountains, a large guerrilla
force attempted to Overthrow the Greek government and Replace it with a Communist regime. Van Fleet was
honored for his Role in helping Greece remain a free nation. Greece joined NATO in ECM missions were
often conducted over hostile waters and over enemy territory. Wire in foreground marks edge of minefield.
Gorbachev tear down the wall! Located in the Memorial Gardens of the U. The memorial was dedicated in
September Aerial Reconnaissance Recalled Because of the secretive nature of their duties, no campaign
medal outside Korea and Vietnam recognizes many vets in the fraternity of aerial recon warriors. This glaring
official void is unlikely ever to be remedied. The aircraft and plaques that make up the park were dedicated
Sept. Its centerpiece preserves the memory of the man crew shot down over Armenia in The National
Cryptologic Museum contains three displays focusing on aerial recon. A private company, Raytheon the
grounds are now owned by L-3 Communications Integrated Systems , created one of the most impressive
tributes yet to Cold War veterans. The circular wall supporting individual plaques was dedicated Oct. Four
benches represent each of its squadrons. It was dedicated in September A granite monument honors the 91st
SRW. Close by are two more memorials--one to the shoot-down in Armenia and the other to all fliers who lost
their lives during the "Silent War. Dedicated to those valiant strategic airborne reconnaissance crew members
who gave their lives during the Cold War. The memorial plaque listing names of those killed is located in the
headquarters building. Countries over which crews were shot down also have helped remember the lost lives.
An Armenian memorial stone, or khachkar, was dedicated by the villagers of Sasnashen at the site of the
shoot-down in August It had no names because the U. Once the Iron Curtain was lifted, residents of the
former East Germany were anxious to remember, too. The people of Vogelsberg erected a memorial complete
with a plaque on stone and photos on a cross to the three American airmen killed by a Soviet pilot on Jan.
Latvia has a prominent obelisk overlooking the Baltic Sea coast with a memorial plaque. Dedicated in April ,
the monument remembers the 10 Navy aviators shot down and killed by the Soviets on April 8, Among its
vast collection are Cold War aircraft and artifacts. English Heritage, a preservationist agency, hopes to make
the former U. At home in Arlington National Cemetery, a gravestone inscribed with five names is located in
Section 2. It marks the site of a C crash on Nov. Proponents say it would be all-inclusive, however. Finally,
the Air Force Memorial to be built in Virginia will not list names, but will "reflect the campaigns in some
fashion," according to Pete Lindquist, vice president for operations. Naval Aviation Recon Neglected While
Air Force recon casualties and veterans are substantially recognized, the same cannot be said of their Navy
counterparts. This is true in terms of both memorials and museums. It covers naval reconnaissance,
shoot-downs and the capture of the USS Pueblo in They are listed in Greenville, Texas. The "Silent Service"
of undersea reconnaissance, on the other hand, is widely recognized. During the Cold War, submariners often
rated the Naval Expeditionary Medal for operating "under circumstances which after full consideration shall
be deemed to merit special recognition. Seven educational stations tell the submarine story along a winding
path. One station is devoted "to those who sacrificed their lives while serving in and supporting our submarine
forces during the Cold War. Conspicuously excluded are all the veterans--especially of armored cavalry
units--who did duty on the borders of East Germany and Czechoslovakia from U. During the s, the U. Army in
Europe considered compiling GI deaths from training and other accidents in order to erect a memorial, but the
project was never completed. Some monuments, however, have taken root in German soil. OP Alpha,
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complete with a museum including 14th memorabilia , has been developed into the premier Cold War site in
Germany, thanks to the efforts of local Germans like Hans Schmidt, a vet of the Federal Border Police. The
largest of the border museums is located at Marienborn. The best known, of course, is Checkpoint Charlie
Museum in Berlin. Its Cold War Room opened in May and contains excellent displays. These examples
apparently are exceptions, though. Some special exhibits appear occasionally, but nothing in the Allied
Museum tells the story of the famed Berlin Brigade. Army museums still exist in Germany. The 1st Armored
Division Museum in Baumholder has a complete room with Cold War exhibits, photos, dioramas, artifacts and
uniformed mannequins, according to Director Dan Peterson. Back in the States, the Army boasts an extensive
museum system covering branches as well as units. But few exhibits deal exclusively with the Cold War. At
least one exception is the Museum of the U. Cavalry Museum in Kansas. Its three galleries detail the history of
the "First Cold Warriors, The private 1st Division Museum at Cantigny, Ill. The Field Artillery Museum at Ft.
Considering the fact that the Army fielded 15 divisions some for more than three decades and five armored
cavalry regiments in Germany during the Cold War, it is surprising that more attention has not been focused
on them. The National Museum of the U. Army, to be built at Fort Belvoir, Va. And some died right along
with their military counterparts. To qualify for inclusion, deaths must be "of an inspirational or heroic
character. Names on the wall date back to Of 80 stars, 34 names still remain secret. It includes the names of
some defense attaches and Marine embassy security guards who were killed under "heroic or inspirational
circumstances. Inscribed on his gravestone are these words: This is reflective of how many Americans who
preceded Nicholson in death during the Cold War are remembered. Arlington contains the graves of at least 16
others killed in hostile Cold War incidents. It also sponsors annual remembrance tributes for El Salvador and
Grenada, among others. Perhaps its most unique tribute, however, is for the Cold War on Nov. Names
Essential Names are central to memorials with drawing power. It is the only way to guarantee the nobility of
personal sacrifice and convey the scale of those sacrifices. Listing names by campaign and date complete with
units also is the best means of retaining martial identity. The listing of names, he wrote, is the "visual
equivalent to the monotone roll-call of the dead. Only the families and friends of the dead can really know
what the names mean. Mayo wrote in War Memorials as Political Landscape. A potential location for a
proposed memorial and museum has been selected at the former Nike missile base in Lorton, Va. Beginning
with a traveling display in , Francis Gary Powers, Jr. Young, senior vice commander. That requires a national
convention resolution, which the Post is reportedly planning to introduce in Please let us know if we missed
any memorials or museums to Cold War vets. Also, we look forward to your input on any issues raised in this
article and what should be included in a Cold War museum. Far too often the focus is on armaments, politics
and cultural icons instead of the people in uniform who waged the war. Memorial historian James M. Mayo
has categorized three types of military history museums: Warrior museums enable the public to come closer to
people who had a role in history.
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A Navy hero from World War II and son of a prominent Boston businessman, Kennedy won election to the House of
Representatives in and to the Senate in In , he narrowly defeated incumbent vice-president Richard Nixon in to become
the youngest person ever elected president.

Martin Company in Baltimore. Lieutenant Commander Vincent Anania was 6 feet tall, weighed pounds and
had been a varsity running back for the Navy football team. Anania often said that it took brute strength to fly
the P4M-1Q, with its essentially mechanical controls. The Neptune had a gross weight of 64, pounds; the
Mercator tipped the scales at 88, Crewmen gloated that you were forced to wriggle around in a crouch inside
the Neptune, but even a 6-footer like Anania could stand fully erect inside a Mercator. A third larger than the
Neptune, the Mercator was mph fasterâ€”but also costlier. That encounter between MiGs and Mercator was a
memorable moment in the lives of Mayer and Anania, as well as my own life. To this day, no one knows why
the North Koreans attacked. The Mercator was one of a handful of transitional airplanes powered by a mix of
reciprocating and jet engines. It also mounted two 4,pound-thrust Allison JA turbojets. Each nacelle held one
reciprocating and one jet engine. While the better-known Neptune had jets added to its two piston engines
long after entering service, the Mercator was a prop-jet from the beginning. The prototype XP4M-1 first flew
on Sept. In its original incarnation, the Mercator was armed to the teeth. Its Emerson nose turret held two. The
Martin deck turret on the dorsal spine bristled with two. The Martin tail turret held two 20mm T cannons.
Armor plate protected the flight deck, and the windshield included sections of 2-inch armored glass. Martin
built just 19 P4M-1s, the last rolling out the factory door in September , shortly after the Korean War had
begun. The production P4M-1 first flew in September Martin, busy building several other aircraft, including
the airliner, fell far behind Lockheed, whose less expensive but less capable Neptune equipped 13 squadrons
and would eventually equip Naval aviators who served there after World War II recall the semitropical sun
and bleak austerity of the airfield, which U. In particular, the jet engines had had blade failures in other
applications in the Navy, so their use was restricted in the P4M. They were started and kept on idle for
takeoffs and landings emergency use only , and the aircraft had to do all of its principal flying with the recips
only. The new mission was to intercept and collect radar emissions from the air defense networks of the Soviet
Union and its allies. Despite its mechanical complexities, the big, powerful Mercator was ideal for Cold War
snooping. With an operational range of 2, miles, the P4M-1Q routinely cruised at knots monitoring radar
emissions. If threatened, the pilot could bring its two jet engines on line and accelerate to an impressive knots,
though of course it was still vulnerable to MiGs. Rager, who ditched at sea following the failure of the port
reciprocating engine. Eighteen crew members were rescued, but a Royal Air Force airman was killed when his
Supermarine Sea Otter from Nicosia, Cyprus, crashed during efforts to save them. While reconnaissance is
carried out more openly today, Mercator men lived in a world where their duties could not be admitted in
public. In an awkward situation rectified on similar missions in later years, the older members of the flight
crew up front did not have the same security clearance as the younger crewmen, often teenagers, working in
the back. Until August , these flying ferrets did not wear standard markings. A little-noted fact about the
Mercator is that its vertical stabilizer was slightly offset from the fuselage centerline to counter torque from
the powerful piston engines. Don Mayer and Lt. Vincent Anania were flying this Mercator on June 16, This
problem came to the fore during a June 15, , reconnaissance mission along the Chinese coast, when the port
recip fell completely off a P4M-1Q, throwing the heavy Mercator into a flat spin. The Mercator was carrying
four officers and 12 enlisted sailors. A Morse code message from pilot Lt. Mattin, plus two empty life rafts, a
main wheel and two bomb bay fuel tanks. Three more bodies were eventually recovered. Family members
believed then and now that Chinese forces captured some crew members, though no evidence to support that
contention has ever surfaced. The fuselage opened up directly in front of radioman Tom York, who walked
away from the wreckage unscathed. The P4M-1Q had flown a routine track the previous day over the Sea of
Japan from Iwakuni to Misawa, Japan, identical in reverse to the track it was flying on the 16th. According to
the after-action report, it departed Misawa at 8: Coincident with the beginning of the attack, the P4M was 78
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miles east of Wonsan, North Korea, and commencing a left turn to a southeasterly course away from land. One
MiG passed overhead without firing but the other opened fire on his initial pass, hitting the P4M on the port
side. Employing standard fighter tactics, the MiGs made at least five passes, three of which were firing runs.
On the second firing run, the P4M tail gunner [Petty Officer 2nd Class Eugene Corder] was ready but the MiG
fired first, seriously wounding him and knocking his turret out of action. He was in the aft position while the
tail gunner, named Nelson, was elsewhere in the aircraft. Pilot Mayer sent a distress call, gave orders to open
fire and dived to 50 feet above the water. Sadly, though the rugged Mercator would have made a great
museum exhibit, none survives today. Air Force veteran Robert F. Dorr, who died on June 12, , was a retired
diplomat and the author of many aviation books and articles. Martin Aircraft, , by John R. Breihan, Stan Piet
and Roger S.
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By Kathy Kelly It seems that some who have the ears of U. Cold War with Russia, have acknowledged that
the era of uncontested U. Both analysts urge more cooperation with Russia and China to achieve traditional,
still imperial, U. As of April 15, , the U. DOD was proposing that the U. As the state of Illinois spent an entire
year without a budget for social services or higher education, millions of dollars were directed toward joint
military maneuvers with Poland that ratcheted up tensions between the U. Many families in Illinois can relate
to the impact of rising food prices in Russia while family income stays the same or decreases. People in both
the U. But people are bombarded with war propaganda. She calls the American show of force a critical
deterrent to Russian forces. The piece neglects to mention ordinary Russians on whose borders, in June , 10
days of U. In the high plateaus of Afghanistan, peasant women provide a striking example of risk-taking in
order to literally plant new seeds. These women help one another acquire seeds for vegetables other than
potatoes and also for new varieties of potatoes. They manage to feed their families and to pool resources so
that they can spend less on delivering their crops to the market. These women are acting with clarity and
bravery, creating a new world within the shell of the old. The end of U. I hope that policymakers will let
themselves be guided by sanity and the courage to clarify the U. An indispensable follow-up is: When do we
start? Kathy Kelly Kathy vcnv.
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The Cold War was a state of geopolitical tension between the Soviet Union with its satellite states (the Eastern Bloc),
and the United States with its allies (the Western Bloc) after World War II.

Allied troops in Vladivostok , August , during the Allied intervention in the Russian Civil War While most
historians trace the origins of the Cold War to the period immediately following World War II, others argue
that it began with the October Revolution in Russia in when the Bolsheviks took power. Since the time of the
formation of the soviet republics, the states of the world have divided into two camps: There â€” in the camp
of capitalism â€” national enmity and inequality, colonial slavery, and chauvinism, national oppression and
pogroms, imperialist brutalities and wars. Here â€” in the camp of socialism â€” mutual confidence and peace,
national freedom and equality, a dwelling together in peace and the brotherly collaboration of peoples. This
conflict after took on new battlefields, new weapons, new players, and a greater intensity, but it was still
fundamentally a conflict against Soviet imperialism real and imagined. As for the two cold wars thesis, the
chief problem is that the two periods are incommensurable. To be sure, they were joined together by enduring
ideological hostility, but in the post-World War I years Bolshevism was not a geopolitical menace. Even with
more amicable relations in the s, it is conceivable that post relations would have turned out much the same.
Britain signed a formal alliance and the United States made an informal agreement. According to this view,
the Western Allies had deliberately delayed opening a second anti-German front in order to step in at the last
minute and shape the peace settlement. Thus, Soviet perceptions of the West left a strong undercurrent of
tension and hostility between the Allied powers. Tehran Conference and Yalta Conference The Allies
disagreed about how the European map should look, and how borders would be drawn, following the war.
Winston Churchill , Franklin D. Roosevelt and Joseph Stalin , The Soviet Union sought to dominate the
internal affairs of countries in its border regions. Soviet agents took control of the media, especially radio;
they quickly harassed and then banned all independent civic institutions, from youth groups to schools,
churches and rival political parties. With the Soviets already occupying most of Central and Eastern Europe,
Stalin was at an advantage, and the two western leaders vied for his favors. The differences between Roosevelt
and Churchill led to several separate deals with the Soviets. In October , Churchill traveled to Moscow and
proposed the " percentages agreement " to divide the Balkans into respective spheres of influence , including
giving Stalin predominance over Romania and Bulgaria and Churchill carte blanche over Greece. At the Yalta
Conference of February , Roosevelt signed a separate deal with Stalin in regard of Asia and refused to support
Churchill on the issues of Poland and the Reparations. The memorandum drafted by Churchill provided for
"eliminating the warmaking industries in the Ruhr and the Saar It directed the U. The Soviet Union was not
allowed to participate and the dispute led to heated correspondence between Franklin Roosevelt and Stalin.
Wolff and his forces were being considered to help implement Operation Unthinkable , a secret plan to invade
the Soviet Union which Winston Churchill advocated during this period. Truman , who distrusted Stalin and
turned for advice to an elite group of foreign policy intellectuals. In Germany and Austria , France, Britain, the
Soviet Union and the United States established zones of occupation and a loose framework for parceled
four-power control. The Soviet leader said he was pleased by the news and expressed the hope that the weapon
would be used against Japan. Shortly after the attacks, Stalin protested to US officials when Truman offered
the Soviets little real influence in occupied Japan.
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"Cold Warriors" is the twenty-fourth episode of the sixth season of the animated sitcom, Futurama, and originally aired
on August 25, on Comedy Central. American actor Tom Kenny guest stars in the episode, voicing recurring character
Yancy Fry, Jr., as well as astronaut Buzz Aldrin, voicing himself.

His parents met in Mexico while his father was a U. Army cavalry officer serving under General John
Pershing. The young Angleton was a poet and, as a Yale undergraduate, editor, with Reed Whittemore , of the
Yale literary magazine Furioso, which published many of the best-known poets of the inter-war period,
including William Carlos Williams , E. Cummings and Ezra Pound. He carried on an extensive
correspondence with Pound, Cummings and T. Eliot , among others, and was particularly influenced by
William Empson , author of Seven Types of Ambiguity. Together, they had three children: By the end of the
war, he was head of X-2 for all of Italy. Borghese was then tried and convicted of collaboration with the Nazi
invaders but not of war crimes, by the Italian court. Angleton remained in Italy after the war, establishing
connections with other secret intelligence services and playing a major role in the victory of the US-supported
Christian Democratic Party , over the USSR-supported Italian Communist Party in the elections. During the
next five years, Angleton helped put in place the structure of the new Agency and participated, to some extent,
in the " rollback " operations, associated with Frank Wisner in Albania , Poland and other countries,
concerning all of which Angleton counseled caution and all of which failed. The Angletons developed a varied
social set in Washington, including professional acquaintances like the Philbys, poets, painters and journalists.
Philby was expelled from Washington, suspected of having tipped them off to imminent exposure based on
decoded Soviet communications from the Venona project. Dulles also assigned Angleton responsibility for
coordination with allied intelligence services. Under the heading of foreign intelligence, there was the Israeli
desk , the Lovestone Empire and a variety of smaller operations. Finally, there were individual agents,
especially in Italy, who reported to Angleton. As such agents have come to be called "moles", operations
intended to find them have come to be called "Molehunts". Three books dealing with Angleton take these
matters as their central theme: Angleton thought that all secret intelligence agencies could be assumed to be
penetrated by others, or, at least, that a reasonable chief of counterintelligence should assume so. Philby was
confirmed as a Soviet mole, when he eluded those sent to capture him and defected. As in all bureaucracies,
this influence brought him the enmity of those who had different views. The conflict between the
"Angletonians" and the "Anti-Angletonians" has played out in the public sphere generally in publications
about the mole hunts and, in particular, in regard to two Soviet defectors among many: Anatoliy Golitsyn and
Yuri Nosenko. Golitsyn and Nosenko[ edit ] This section needs additional citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. November Learn how and when to remove this template message Although Golitsyn was a
questionable source, Angleton accepted significant information obtained from his debriefing by the CIA. It is
claimed that Golitsyn, in asking to defect rather than to become a double agent , implied that the CIA had
already been seriously compromised by the KGB. Golitsyn may have concluded that the CIA failed to debrief
him correctly because his debriefing was misdirected by a mole in the Soviet Russia Division, limiting his
debriefing to a review of photographs of Soviet embassy staff to identify KGB officers and refusing to discuss
KGB strategy. After Golitsyn raised this possibility with MI5 in a subsequent debriefing in Britain, MI5 raised
the same concern with Angleton, who responded by requesting that DCI Richard Helms allow him to assume
responsibility for Golitsyn and his further debriefing. In , Yuri Nosenko , a KGB officer working out of
Geneva , Switzerland , insisted that he needed to defect to the US, as his role as a double agent had been
discovered, prompting his recall to Moscow. Nosenko was allowed to defect, although his credibility was
immediately in question because the CIA was unable to verify a KGB recall order. Nosenko made two
controversial claims: Contrary to some accounts, the detention of Nosenko was neither ordered by Angleton
nor kept secret. Nosenko never changed his story. Hoover eventually curbed cooperation with the CIA,
because Angleton refused to relent on this hypothesis. Angleton also came into increasing conflict with the
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rest of the CIA, particularly with the Directorate of Operations, over the efficacy of their
intelligence-gathering efforts, which he questioned without explaining his broader views on KGB strategy and
organization. DCI Helms was not willing to tolerate the resulting paralysis. Golitsyn, who was after all a major
in the KGB and had defected years before, was able to marshal few facts to provide concrete support for his
far-reaching theoretical views of the KGB. The senior leadership of the CIA came to this conclusion after a
hearing in and Angleton was thereafter unable to draw directly upon Golitsyn. The prevailing belief at the time
was that the anti-war and civil rights movements of the s and s had foreign funding and support. None was
found by them, although the Soviet Union did influence the movements see Soviet influence on the peace
movement. Brandt resigned in , after one of his aides was found to be a mole from the East German secret
police. This article needs additional citations for verification. Angleton told reporters from United Press
International that he was quitting after 31 years because "my usefulness has ended" and the CIA was getting
involved in " police state activities. Until September , "operational issues remained solely the preserve of
Angleton. Deception is a state of mindâ€”and the mind of the state. In the wake of his departure,
counter-intelligence efforts were undertaken with far less enthusiasm. This group in fact, groups concluded
that the Agency and the intelligence community had seriously underestimated Soviet strategic nuclear strength
in Central Europe in their National Intelligence Estimate. The organization inherited by Admiral Stansfield
Turner on his appointment as DCI by President Jimmy Carter in , was shortly to face further cuts, and Turner
used Angleton as an example of the excesses in the Agency that he hoped to curb, both during his service and
in his memoirs. A handful of CIA employees had their careers frozen, after coming under the suspicion of
Angleton and his staff. Angleton believed this claim, with the result that anyone who approximated this
description fell under his suspicion. They sought the assistance of William F. Manor described Angleton as
"fanatic about everything", with a "tendency towards mystification". Angleton was portrayed by Michael
Keaton.
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Here is the long awaited Chapter 9. After the contest Trowa and Setsuna decided to take a walk together in the
park by the lake. They sat on a bench and began chatting every now and then while observing the scenery. I do
sometimes but I believe that I help more people this way. He motioned for her to take a seat once again.
Slowly she sat down. Years and years she was alone either guarding the gates of time or protecting a mortal on
earth. I guess since she watches things through portals she is also somewhat of a guardian angel. Before she
realized it a strong arm snaked its way around her waist. The arm tugged at her waist and she scooted closer to
its owner. She bent her slightly and placed it on his shoulder. After a few moments, "Setsuna look at me. So
do we have a deal? He smiled back slightly, he was unused to this feeling inside him but he had a hint as to
what it was. She finally saw the real Trowa before. A kind, caring, and lost soul in need of comfort. He was a
handsome boy But as they drew together slowly an emotion flashed through his glowing orbs. That emotion
she recognized as caring. However, it was a caring shared between lovers. How can he love someone like me?
Her eyes truly are windows to her soul. Yet, something about them is un-nerving and mysterious. They were
both mesmerized. The gap closed between them and there lips touched lightly. Here is the unexpected part.
The longing for comfort overwhelmed them and they deepened the kiss. Setsuna accepted quickly and there
tongues began to dance like fire. They finally broke through to each other and broke through the shield they
put up for blocking emotions. Trowa was no longer the stoic and quiet boy she knew before. And Setsuna was
no longer the quiet and mysterious beauty he knew from before. After a few minutes they stopped. Their
foreheads were touching and they were breathing in abnormal and short breaths. They got up and began the
journey back to their dorm. And Setsuna had her arm around his waist with her head leaning on shoulder.
When they got back they kissed each other goodnight and both when to their respective rooms and fell in to
the world of dreamless sleep. He acknowledged her entrance by kissing her passionately after pushing her up
against the wall. When they finished the battle of the tongues, Usagi lied down on his bed AN: Stop thinking
that way you hentai-ish nasty people. He sat back into his pc chair and continued typing. Soon she fell asleep.
When he finished he was going to bring her to her room. But he was pulled down on top of her. She smiled in
her sleep and rolled over. Now they were both on there sides facing each other. She snuggled close him and
soon he fell asleep as well. She walked up to him and stroked his face lightly with the back on her hand.
Suddenly he pulled her down on top of him. He was awake the whole time!!! Soon they were rolling around
on the bed tickling each other. When they got tired of tickling they found themselves with Hotaru on top and
Duo on the bottom. After another few minutes Duo wrapped his arms around his beloved and they fell into a
dreamless sleep. I think that is the longest chap. I have ever written. Before I go I have four things to say. I
want at least 15 reviews before I make another chap. I need some ideas for the next chap. And I know this
chap. I luv you all so cya later!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Your review has been posted.
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The Brezhnev Years Frankel, Benjamin. The Cold War Routledge Atlas of Russian History 4th ed. Driving
the Soviets Up the Wall: Soviet-East German Relations, The Cold War and Soviet Insecurity: Black Earth,
Red Star: Soviet Foreign Policy, â€”, 2nd ed. Stalin and the Cold War in Europe: A New History of U. Cold
War civil rights: Race and the image of American democracy Princeton UP, An American Life America in
the World: For the Soul of Mankind: The American Culture of War: The History of U. President Truman and
the Cold War, Meeting the Communist Threat: Truman to Reagan , liberal interpretation Roark, James L. The
Response to Colonialism and the Cold War, Britain and the Soviet Union, Britain and the Cold War:
Hungary in the Cold War, pages Clemens, Clay. Anvil of the Cold War, Judt, Tony. Germany and the United
States: Dealing with the Devil: Germany from Partition to Reunification Wall, Irwin. Latin America[ edit ]
Alegre, Robert F. Railroad radicals in Cold War Mexico: Gender, class, and memory. Latin American studies
and U. Indiana University Press, c Harvard University Press, Vanderbilt University Press, c Cambridge
University Press, State violence and genocide in Latin America: Cultural Policy and the Cold War. Latin
America in the Cold War. University of Chicago Press, Pursuing regime change in the Cold War. University
Press of Kansas, c University of North Carolina Press, c Iber, Patrick, Neither peace nor freedom: The cultural
Cold War in Latin America. Harvard University Press Close encounters of empire: Duke University Press, c
In from the cold: Duke University Press, Operation Condor and covert war in Latin America. Oxford
University Press, c Schmidli, William Michael, The fate of freedom elsewhere: Cold War policy toward
Argentina. Cornell University Press, Human rights and transnational solidarity in Cold War Latin America.
The University of Wisconsin Press, c Asia and Pacific[ edit ] Goscha, Christopher E. Decolonization and the
Cold War in Southeast Asia, Cold War frontiers in the Asia-Pacific: Crucial Periods and Turning Points
Nagai, Yonosuke, and Akira Iriye, eds. The Origins of the Cold War in Asia Canada and India in the Cold
War World, Ideology, Identity, and Culture New York: The Cold War in Asia: The Battle for Hearts and
Minds. China and Taiwan[ edit ] Brazinsky, Gregg A. Winning the Third World: Italy-China bilateral
relations, â€” The Diplomacy of Chinese Nationalism China, the United States, and the Soviet Union: A
Penguin Life , pp; by a leading scholar Taylor, Jay. The First Vietnam War: Behind the Bamboo Curtain: The
origins of the Cold War in the Near East: Israel and the Cold War: An American Life Harbutt, Fraser. Stalin
and the Bomb: Six Friends and the World They Made. A Preponderance of Power: The Making of the
European Settlement, â€”
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Foreign policy advocated by John Foster Dulles, a hard-line Cold Warrior, who was Eisenhower's Secretary of State.
â€¢ Dulles' brinkmanship theory argued that if the U.S. pushed Communist powers to the brink of war, they would back
down because of American nuclear superiority.

Professor Farnsworth explains that the common cold virus had survived within Fry while he was frozen for
years and has thus been reintroduced to mankind, which has lost all resistance to the virus. During this time,
flashbacks to the year show Fry taking an ice fishing trip with his father, during which he falls through the ice
and catches a cold. His idea is to infect his pet guinea pig with the cold virus and see if can be cured by
exposure to cosmic rays. Bender, who is immune to biological illness and forced to take care of the sick crew,
becomes exasperated and breaks through the quarantine after being sneezed on by Zoidberg, spreading the
virus across Manhattan. Richard Nixon becomes concerned with the rapid spread of the disease and brings in
Dr. Ogden Wernstrom to resolve the situation. Fry remembers that the winning science competition entry
contained a virus sample. Production During June , Countdown to Futurama released two items of
promotional material for the episode: Two promotional pictures for the episode were released by Comedy
Central Press. Page 43 of the storyboard. The first promotional picture. A screenshot from the video clip.
Reception "Cold Warriors" was well-received by fans, and many considered it to be one of the better episodes
of broadcast season 8. Writer Eric Rogers commented on this via Twitter , writing that "[t]hey are different
stories". If one was to consider each of the movies as one episode rather than four, then "Cold Warriors" could
technically be considered the th episode, rather than " The Mutants Are Revolting ". Alternatively, if the
movies are canon, but non-episodic, "Cold Warriors" is the 96th episode. This is the second episode in a row
to feature flashbacks in between the episode, with the previous one being " The Tip of the Zoidberg ".
Allusions The title of the episode is a reference to the common cold and the cold warriors. In the Flashback to
, Barack Obama is shown working as a pizza delivery guy. One of the science experiments presented for the
space launch involves Tang. Tang became popular in the United States due to its association with NASA and
the manned spaceflight programs of the s and s. Leela remembers that all ancient satellites were swept up as
space junk in while Facebooking. Furthermore, the title caption mentions Twitter. Hermes eats a tablet labeled
"Airbunk", calling it "a useless remedy created by a schoolteacher. Continuity This is the first onscreen
appearance of Yancy Sr. Fry is giving birth. In a flashback, Fry is seen carrying his seven-leaf clover from "
The Luck of the Fryrish ". Even though Smitty retired in " Law and Oracle ", he somehow returned to the
force in this episode. Both ways may be correct. The footage of Manhattan being returned to its proper place is
similar to the footage of Atlanta being moved in " The Deep South ". Nixon mentioned in The Beast with a
Billion Backs that there are onion men on the moon. Possibly the same moon men Buzz Aldrin was referring
to. Fry is not nearly the only unfrozen person from the 20th century, so how can everyone assume he is the
source of the original virus? Michelle, 80s guy, celebrity heads etc. Goofs Normally, when Bender sleeps, he
has his visor down, but, in this episode, he does not. However, more recent episodes are showing their location
in New New York. Then again he once claimed that his ancestors fought commies in the revolutionary war so
his historical knowledge is iffy at best. Neanderthals are a relatively late example of hominid. This episode
along with " Fry and the Slurm Factory " and " The Series Has Landed " shows that Fry went to school, but "
The Cryonic Woman " revealed that his parents never let him go to school as it was a waste of taxpayer money
which is why they never called a search and rescue team for him when Fry went missing. He could have been
pulled from school by his parents, as "Anthology of Interest II" implied that the last grade Fry completed was
the ninth grade he played video games all throughout his freshman year, except for that one day his eyeballs
started to bleed, and drank cans of cola a week until his third heart attack. When younger Fry is sick in bed
during a flashback, Mrs. Fry exclaims that a football player was tackled at the yard line. The television shows
the player was actually tackled at the On the TV it says Hey, wait a second! I know where you can get some
20th-century cold virus without killing me!
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Chapter 9 : American Cold War Veterans, Inc. - Understanding
To the surprise of many, some old Cold Warriors, including Zbigniew Brzezinski, are cooling to the idea of a New Cold
War with Russia and China, recognizing that cooperation makes more sense than.
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